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Alan Dorris Lincoln was a
complicated man; unassuming
but ambitious, honest but wily,
humorous but occasionally
despondent, spiritual but not
religious, and he thought
slavery was evil but condoned
its legality until late in his life.
The author, as narrator, tells of
Lincoln’s magnanimity in both
victory and defeat, his continual
quest for self-improvement, his
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personal tragedies, and his
compassion in the midst of war.
However, Lincoln was a
pragmatic politician who
pushed the Emancipation
Proclamation although it did not
free many slaves, used
patronage to secure votes, and
ordered the extraordinary use
of Presidential War Powers. His
life story is told in a generally
chronological series of chapters
focused on a time or speciﬁc
event in Lincoln’s life from his
childhood to his time in New
Salem on his own, his
“adventure in the Law,” his
close relationship with friends,
his political career, his family,
his unlikely rise to become
President of the United States,
and the monumental decisions
he faced during the Civil War.
There are over 16,000 books
about Lincoln registered with
the Library of Congress ranging
from those which only extol his
virtues (and he had many) to
those which attempt to “demyth” his legacy by
exaggerating his faults (and he
had a few). The fact is that
Lincoln’s life deﬁes simple
characterizations. He had
merrimac-its-incidents

opposed President Polk’s
“Unconstitutional use of power”
during the Mexican War, but
Lincoln later assumed War
Powers beyond Polk’s or any
other previous President. He
was known as “Honest Abe”
and even political opponents
remarked that “his cards were
always face-up,” but he once
intentionally misled Congress.
He agonized over the carnage
inﬂicted on both sides of the
War, but continually ordered his
Generals to “push the ﬁght” to
the Southern armies. To
Lincoln, however, these actions
were not “transgressions” but
strategies necessary to end the
War and to achieve his
overarching goal, the
preservation of the Union. The
issues of slavery, secession and
the Civil War are discussed to
explore the eﬀect of certain
events on Lincoln and the lifechanging decisions he made.
Lincoln’s personal and political
philosophy toward slavery
evolved over time, but he
always believed secession was
illegal and must be prohibited.
Selected Civil War battles and
the Generals who were in
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command are also presented,
but only if there was a direct
impact on Lincoln personally or
on his management of the War.
Mr. Dorris chose to not include
a detailed account of the
assassination conspiracy
against Lincoln or the
circumstance of his death,
focusing instead on his life and
the way he lived it. While every
attempt was made to be
historically accurate, Mr. Dorris
chose to not present a history
textbook with every page
interrupted by footnotes to
prove authenticity. Instead this
narrative utilizes veriﬁable
consensus information about
Lincoln and it does not attempt
to “plow new ground” by either
challenging or embellishing
Lincoln’s legacy. Mr. Dorris
assumes the role of a narrator
and simply tells his rendition of
the fascinating life story of
“Abraham Lincoln - an
uncommon, common man.”
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published from 1787 to 1900 by
and about American textile
factory workers.
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table of contents On March 8,
1862, the newest era of naval
warfare began. That day, the
CSS Virginia, an ironclad
created out of the hull of the
scuttled USS Merrimac by the
Confederates, sailed down the
Elizabeth River to Hampton
Roads, where a Union blockade
ﬂeet was anchored. The
wooden ships of the North were
no match for the ironclad,
which quickly rammed and sank
the USS Cumberland, and as it
trained its sights on the USS
Congress, one Union oﬃcer
noted the former Merrimac ﬁred
"shot and shell into her with
terriﬁc eﬀect, while the shot
from the Congress glanced
from her iron-plated sloping
sides, without doing any
apparent injury." The Merrimac
had overwhelmingly
demonstrated the superiority of
the ironclad over the traditional
frigates and gunships of the
time, but it met its match the
following day. On March 9, the
North's ironclad, the USS
Monitor, arrived to challenge
the Confederate ironclad,
setting oﬀ the most famous
naval battle of the war.
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Throughout the war, the
Confederate Navy tried to ﬁght
oﬀ the Union blockade but was
seriously outgunned.
Confederate blockade runners,
independent operators with fast
ships, became national heroes
for their daring races across the
ocean with Union warships hot
on their heels. While their
adventures made for good
headlines, the goods they
slipped through the blockade
weren't nearly enough to solve
the chronic shortages. The
South needed a diﬀerent
solution. It needed some sort of
vessel that could defeat the
blockading ships and yet be
within the ﬁnancial and
technological means of the
Confederate war chest. It was
the proposed solution to this
problem that led to one of the
strangest and inspiring stories
of the Civil War-that of the CSS
H. L. Hunley, the ﬁrst
submarine to successfully sink
an enemy vessel. It is the story
of its obsessive inventor,
Horace Lawson Hunley, and his
brave and determined
crewmembers. It is also a story
of technology well ahead of its
merrimac-its-incidents

time. However, as historic and
groundbreaking as the Hunley
and its mission was, all of that
may be overshadowed by the
lingering debate over just what
happened to the submarine,
which never made it back to
port after the attack. Among all
the Confederate commerce
raiders, by far the most famous
was the CSS Alabama. The
Alabama attacked American
ships and eluded the U.S. Navy
around the globe for more than
two years, all without ever
having docked at a Southern
port. The Alabama conducted
seven expeditions, raiding
commerce in locations as
diverse as the Indian Ocean,
Paciﬁc Ocean, and Atlantic
Ocean, capturing dozens of
prizes across tens of thousands
of miles of water. In fact, the
Alabama would meet its demise
as a result of having to head
into port in France to reﬁt and
repair the ship after so much
heavy use. While the
Confederates tried to rely on
blockade runners, the Union
Navy assigned many ships the
task of tracking them down and
stopping them. One of these
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ships, the USS Kearsarge,
would face oﬀ against the
Alabama oﬀ the French coast.
Unaware the Union ship was
partly ﬁtted with the armor of
an ironclad, the Confederates
decided to attack, and after the
Alabama was escorted out of
the French harbor by French
ships, the Alabama and
Kearsage dueled with each
other in full view of hundreds of
Frenchmen gathered on the
coast. The battle lasted about
an hour until the Alabama was
headed to the bottom and
dozens of its sailors were killed
or wounded. The Most Famous
Ships of the Confederacy: The
History of the Merrimac, CSS
Alabama, and CSS Hunley looks
at the unique history of these
legendary ships and the battles
they fought. Along with
pictures, you will learn about
these Confederate ships like
never before.
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The Rebellion Record: a Diary of
American Events, with
Documents, Narratives,
Illustrative Incidents, Poetry,
Etc Frank Moore 1862
Anecdotes, Poetry, and
Incidents of the War Frank
Moore 1866 Published shortly
after the end of the American
Civil War, this book is unusual
in that it contains poems, songs
and incidents (humorous and
not) from both sides of the
conﬂict. It adds a great deal of
humanity to the overwhelming
historical events of the Civil
War. It is full of tales of military
rabbit hunts, Irish women
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smuggling brandy ﬂasks in
chickens, and ribald jests and
ungentlemanly jokes. It
contains a touching account of
a former slave's ﬁrst free
Christmas, heart rending
narratives of widows and
orphans, and countless tales of
heroism. The tales of heroism
often provide the most grisly
detail, such as "My mouth was
full of blood, fragments of teeth
and gravel, my breast-bone
almost broken in and I lay in
mud almost two inches deep."
This is a book you can dip into
anywhere and come away with
a new understanding of the
human spirit and the strength,
humour and courage it took to
survive terrible times.
Battles and Leaders of the Civil
War: Volume IV 1888
On the Hills of Home John
Calvin Sharpe 1972
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Time Joseph Sabin 1870
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Congressional Record United
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Congressional Record is the
oﬃcial record of the
proceedings and debates of the
United States Congress. It is
published daily when Congress
is in session. The Congressional
Record began publication in
1873. Debates for sessions
prior to 1873 are recorded in
The Debates and Proceedings
in the Congress of the United
States (1789-1824), the
Register of Debates in Congress
(1824-1837), and the
Congressional Globe
(1833-1873)
The Merrimac and Its
Incidents Robert Boodey
Caverly 1865
Industrial Gothic Bridget M.
Marshall 2021-06-15 This
volume carves out a new area
of study, the ‘industrial Gothic’,
placing the genre in dialogue
with the literature of the
Industrial Revolution. The book
explores a signiﬁcant subset of
transatlantic nineteenthcentury literature that employs
the tropes, themes and rhetoric
of the Gothic to portray the
real-life horrors of factory life,
framing the Industrial
Revolution as a site of Gothic
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the genre (stories, novels,
poems and stage adaptations)
began to use new settings –
factories, mills, and industrial
cities – as backdrops for the
horrors that once populated
Gothic castles.
Third Bulletin of the
Haverhill Public Library,
1888-1893 : with an
Incorporation of the First
Bulletin, (1878-1880).
Haverhill Public Library 1896
Stories Carved in Stone Mary
Elaine Gage 2003

excess and horror. Using
archival materials from the
nineteenth century, localised
incidences of Gothic
industrialisation (in speciﬁc
cities like Lowell and
Manchester) are considered
alongside transnational
connections and comparisons.
The author argues that stories
about the real horrors of factory
life frequently employed the
mode of the Gothic, while
nineteenth century writing in
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